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COURSE TRANSFORMATION 
Previous Total Cost of Instructional Materials per Student: 

1.  $103.82 for DK Guide to Public Speaking 3rd Edition on Amazon.   

 (Cheaper option: you could rent or buy it used as long as new editions don’t 

come out). 

2.  $6.50 to print a packet for course that includes all assignments, class lecture 

notes, sample speeches, etc. 

 

Previous Course Textbook or Materials required for students to buy:  

 

New Total Cost of Instructional Materials per Student: 



1.  $0 for text as it is all OER 

2. $6.50 to print a packet for course that includes all assignments, class lecture 

notes, sample speeches, etc. 

NARRATIVE  
Provide a brief summary for each of the following prompts:  

1. Describe challenges and accomplishments you experienced in finding and 

integrating OER materials. 

There were quite a few textbook options and resources for public speaking, but few 
were really the quality and content I wanted.  The biggest challenge was reading all 
the material to find just what I wanted.  Once I found something that was close, I had 
to convert it to Word for accessibility and then cut out material I didn’t want.  I also 
had to create my own examples that were more relevant than what was in the text.  
This took some time, but will be worth the effort.   Another challenge is the lack of 
resources that come with a regular text.  In the end though, I think I have better 
material for the students to read than that book I was using.  I didn’t have to 
sacrifice the quality of the content at all.   
 

2. Discuss how the integration of OERs will make impacts on your teaching and 

your students. 

I think the students will feel valued knowing the decision to do this was not “ease” 
but because I wanted to do what was best for them.  I also think that more students 
will read more because they won’t have to make the choice of purchasing the text or 
the effort of acquiring one.  I think this will help with their grades and 
comprehension of course material.  I believe that by taking the effort to put in my 
own more relevant examples into the material, the students will find that the 
reading is more aligned with what we covering and what they are being required to 
do.   
 

3. Share any valuable lessons learned from the process. 

Start early – it takes longer than you think to read through all the available material.  
Dan and Jamie were great…there is excellent support at UNF – use them.  They 
helped find material.  They were there to help if I needed it.   
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